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relative humidity revealed structural poly- and mesomorphism (3, 4), which is still poorly understood.
Generally, poly- and meso-morphous transitions are driven
by intra- and inter-molecular stresses. Various approaches
have been used for evaluation of different components of these
stresses in DNA. For an isolated DNA molecule in solution,
these include analytical and computer calculations of its
electrostatic energy (see, e.g., refs. 5–15) and computer simulations of its energetics and dynamics based on simplified and
all-atom potentials (see, e.g., refs. 16–23 and references therein). Geometrical analysis of inter-molecular fitting in aggregates of DNA oligomers also was reported (24, 25).
In the present work, we evaluate inter-molecular electrostatic interactions in DNA aggregates and investigate their role
in the structural and packing transitions. Our goal is to
understand the dependence of the electrostatic interaction
energy on the structural parameters of DNA, such as the
helical pitch, the number of charges per turn, and the groove
width, as well as on the mutual alignment of neighboring
helices. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the least
understood aspects of the overall problem.
Specifically, we calculate the electrostatic interaction energy
between DNA molecules in columnar aggregates where helices
are parallel to each other. As before (1), we assume that the
interactions between helices are pairwise additive and calculate the interaction energy for two nearest neighbors. Unlike
the previous model, we consider those aggregates, which
contain only residual, bound water, and trapped counter-ions.
We describe the dielectric response of the whole aggregate by
a single dielectric constant, « ' 2, determined by the electronic
polarizability. We treat all fixed surface charges on DNA,
counter-ions, and fixed fractional charges on bound water
molecules explicitly; we do not restrict their location to any
specific cylindrical surface, and we do not presume, generally,
that the charges are point-like. In such formulation, the
problem of dielectric saturation (26) does not arise because
only electronic polarizability is treated within the continuous
dielectric approximation. The limitations of the Poisson–
Boltzmann approximation at short distances (9, 27–29) are
absent as well because there is no Debye atmosphere of
electrolyte ions.
We use this approach to study the dependence of the
electrostatic interaction energy on the charge distribution
pattern and on the mutual azimuthal orientation of neighboring helices at a given interaxial separation between them. This
reveals electrostatic motives of poly- and meso-morphism in
the aggregates. We discuss only those effects that are not
accompanied by any considerable variation of the aggregate
density because fractional water charges may rearrange significantly with changing distance between the macromolecules. [In terms of the continuous description, this would mean

ABSTRACT
DNA exhibits a surprising multiplicity of
structures when it is packed into dense aggregates. It undergoes various polymorphous transitions (e.g., from the B to A
form) and mesomorphous transformations (from hexagonal
to orthorhombic or monoclinic packing, changes in the mutual
alignment of nearest neighbors, etc). In this report we show
that such phenomena may have their origin in the specific
helical symmetry of the charge distribution on DNA surface.
Electrostatic interaction between neighboring DNA molecules
exhibits strong dependence on the patterns of molecular
surface groups and adsorbed counter-ions. As a result, it is
affected by such structural parameters as the helical pitch,
groove width, the number of base pairs per helical turn, etc.
We derive expressions which relate the energy of electrostatic
interaction with these parameters and with the packing variables characterizing the axial and azimuthal alignment between neighboring macromolecules. We show, in particular,
that the structural changes upon the B-to-A transition reduce
the electrostatic energy by 'kcalymol per base pair, at a
random adsorption of counter ions. Ion binding into the
narrow groove weakens or inverts this effect, stabilizing
B-DNA, as it is presumably the case in Li1-DNA assemblies.
The packing symmetry and molecular alignment in DNA
aggregates are shown to be affected by the patterns of ion
binding.
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We recently suggested a theory of electrostatic interaction
between two macromolecules with parallel cylindrical cores
and arbitrary surface charge distributions (1). Applied to
helical molecules, it explained such puzzling observations as
DNA over-winding from 10.5 bpyturn in solution to 10 in
hydrated fibers, counter-ion specificity in DNA condensation,
mysteriously small decay lengths of the forces observed over
the last 15 Å of separation between DNA, collagen, and
four-stranded guanosine helices, etc. We found that all these
effects are driven by the helical symmetry of the charge
distributions and formulated the corresponding symmetry laws
(2).
This theory was based on the solution of the linearized
Poisson–Boltzmann equation for the electric field created by
two opposing macromolecules in electrolyte solution (1). Such
model may become invalid at small distances between helices
due to effects of the finite size of electrolyte ions and water
molecules and due to the breakdown of linear electrostatics.
We, therefore, used it to interpret the phenomena observed in
‘‘wet’’ DNA assemblies. However, DNA helices in chromosomes, phage heads, and inside some cell nuclei are separated
by only one to two monolayers of water. Crystallographic
studies of even denser aggregates of natural DNA at #90%
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strong dependence of an effective water dielectric constant on
the distance between helices (30, 31).]
Note that hydration forces (32, 33) as well as steric and direct
hydrogen-bonding interactions (24) also are affected by
changes in DNA structure and packing. These ‘‘nonelectrostatic’’ forces are likely to contribute to the discussed transitions, but their analysis is beyond the scope of this work.

Using the cylindrical Fourier transforms r̃v(r v, q, n) of r v(r v, z v,
f v),

r̃ v~r v, q, n! 5

w̃ 1,2~k! 5

Basic Expression for the Pair Potential. Consider the electrostatic interaction between two neighboring molecules in a
dense aggregate (Fig. 1). For a given distribution of charged
surface groups, counter-ions, and fractional water charges,
which all add up to the total charge density r(r), the electrostatic potential w(r) is described by the Poisson equation,

[1]

where w̃(k) and r̃(k) are the Fourier transforms of w(r) and
r(r), respectively.
To calculate w̃(k), we define cylindrical shells coaxial with
the molecules (Fig. 1). Each shell encloses all charged groups
of the molecule, adsorbed counter-ions, and bound water
molecules. The shells of two neighboring molecules, labeled as
n,m 5 1,2, touch each other. The radius of each shell is Ry2
where R 5 uRu is the interaxial distance between the molecules,
R 5 R2 2 R1, Rn is the 2D radius-vector from the center of
Cartesian coordinates to the central axis of the shell n (Fig. 1).
We describe the charge density inside each shell in cylindrical
coordinates (rn, zn, fn) associated with the central axis of the
corresponding molecule so that r̃(k) 5 r̃1(k) 1 r̃2(k), where
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where w1,2 is the potential inside the first shell created by
charges located inside the second shell, fk and fR are the
azimuthal angles of the vectors k and R correspondingly, and
Jn(x) is the Bessel function of n-th order.
Neglecting the effects from charges which may be located in
the interstices between the shells, such as the black region
shown in Fig. 1, we write the electrostatic interaction energy as
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For the helices of the length L, after some algebra similar to
that described in Appendix of ref. 1, we find
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where Kn(x) and In(x) are the modified Bessel functions of n-th
order. We introduce the charge density correlation function,
1,2
~q! 5 lim
s n,m
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based on the ‘‘effective’’ surface charge density at the radial
center of mass rn 5 a of the charge distribution (Fig. 1),
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s̃ v~q, n! 5
FIG. 1. A sketch of the horizontal projection of a hexagonal
aggregate of helical molecules. Shaded circles represent molecular
backbones. All molecules are similar. Positive and negative charges, for
simplicity shown only around the central molecule, are intrinsic surface
charges, counter-ions, or fractional water charges. We assume that all
essential charges are located within cylindrical shells shown by the
dashed lines and neglect possible effects of charges, which may be
located in interstices between the shells (a sample interstice is painted
black). The thin solid circle with the radius a shows the radial center
of mass of all charges associated with the central helix. The twodimensional radius vectors R1 and R2 point from the coordinate origin
to the central axes of the molecules 1 and 2, respectively, R 5 R2 2 R1.
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In the case when all charges are point-like and located on a
single cylindrical surface,

r̃ v~r v, q, n! 5 d ~r v 2 a! s̃ v~q, n!,

[9]

where d(x) is the Dirac delta function.
Interaction Between DNA Molecules. Most important fixed
charges on DNA surface are those of phosphate groups. These
groups lie on two helical strands separated by the minor and
major grooves, as defined with respect to the orientation of the
base pairs. Note that in B-DNA the minor grove is the narrow
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one, whereas in A-DNA it is the wide one. The structural
parameters characterizing the phosphate pattern are the helical pitch H, the azimuthal half-width of the minor groove, f̃s
(Fig. 2A), and the number of phosphates (base pairs) per
helical turn N 5 Hyh, where h is the axial rise per phosphate
(see Table 1).
Based on the phosphate pattern, we describe the charge
density correlation function for two opposing DNA helices as
(detailed derivation will be presented elsewhere)
1,2
s n,m
~q! 5 2 ps 2 cos@n f 91 2 m f 92 1 q~ f 91 2 f 92!yg 2 qDz#

O
`

3

W j, J~q, f̃ s! d ~q 2 jG 1 ng! d n, m1J G
g

j, J5`

[10]

W j, J~q, f̃ s! 5 @ d j,0P̃~q! 2 cos~ f̃ s qyg!#
3 @ d j, JP̃~q! 2 cos~ f̃ s qyg!#,

[11]
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where s is the average surface charge density of phosphates,
g 5 2pyH, G 52pyh, the angle f9n characterizes the azimuthal
orientation of the molecule n as shown in Fig. 2 A, Dz is the
axial shift between opposing molecules (Fig. 2B), dx, y is the
Kroenecker delta. We approximate each phosphate group by
a spherically symmetric charge density.
This expression describes the discrete, periodical pattern of
phosphates and a simplified model for the smeared distribution of counter-charges and fractional water charges. We
assume that the radial ‘‘center of mass’’ of the overall charge

FIG. 2. An azimuthal (A) and axial (B) alignment of two neighboring B-DNA molecules. The sketch A is constructed as follows. We
select the plane z 5 0 at an arbitrary height. We then project the
positions of two phosphates on molecule 1, each belonging to a
different strand and nearest to the z 5 0 plane. These projections are
shown by the small, filled circles numbered as #1 and #2. We repeat
the same projection procedure for molecule 2. We define the phosphate #1 on each molecule as the phosphate located at the majorto-minor groove crossover upon the counter clockwise rotation around
the corresponding molecular axis. The angles f91 and f92 between the
phosphates #1 and the direction of the vector R, defined as shown, give
the azimuthal orientation of each molecule. The continuous helical
lines in B are drawn through the centers of phosphate groups along the
two strands of each molecule. H is the helical pitch, Dz is the axial shift
needed to superimpose these helical lines after the lateral translation
merging the axes of the molecules. The value of Dz characterizes the
axial alignment.
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Table 1. Structural parameters of natural DNA in B and A
forms (43)
Structure
type

a
(Å)

H
(Å)

g
(Å21)

G
(Å21)

N
(Gyg)

f̃ s
(rad)

s#
(mCycm2)

A
B

9
9

28.2
33.8

0.223
0.186

2.45
1.86

11
10

0.66p
0.40p

22.1
16.8

The radius a characterizes the location of centers of phosphate
groups, and it is smaller than the van der Waals radius of DNA. s# is
calculated under the assumption that each phosphate has a unit
elementary charge.

distribution lies on the cylindrical surface passing through
centers of phosphate groups. Counter-ions and water charges
follow the helical pattern of phosphates, but unlike phosphates
they may be delocalized or even completely disordered. Their
axial distribution, relative to the center, of the minor groove is
characterized by the form-factor P̃(q) 5 P̃ ion(q) 1 P̃ water(q).
To describe the counter-ion pattern, we use the following
approximation
P̃ion~q! 5 ~1 2 f1 2 f2 2 f3!dq,0 1 f1 1 f2 cos~pqyg! 1 f3 cos~f̃s qyg!
[12]
where f1, f2, and f3 are the fractions of counter-ions bound in
the center of the minor and major grooves and on the
phosphate strands, respectively, and (1 2 f 1 2 f 2 2 f 3) is the
fraction of ions distributed randomly. In dense aggregates,
counter-ions must fully compensate the charge of phosphates.
This implies that s 1,2
0,0 (0) 5 0, i.e., P̃ ion (0) 5 1.
The electrostatic contribution of bound water is described
via the water form-factor P̃ water(q). Because of water electroneutrality, P̃ water(0) 5 0. Completely disordered water gives
P̃ water(q) § 0. At a typical concentration ['10 water moleculesy
phosphate (34)], ordered water in a dense DNA aggregate is
likely to be close to the full dielectric saturation. If the only
source of the order is water polarization around phosphates
and counter-ions, the values of q, which contribute significantly
to P̃(q), are q ; 2pyl, where l ; 3 Å is the characteristic
distance between water molecules, i.e., q ; 2 Å21 .. g (see
Table 1). The contribution of such values of q to the interaction
energy is negligible. At the same time, one may imagine that
water forms hydrogen-bonded hydration spines such as those
presumed to exist in crystals of oligonucleotides (35). This may
give rise to nonnegligible P̃ water(q) at q ; g. If the structure of
these spines would be known from x-rays, NMR, or computer
simulations, we could calculate their contribution into the
electrostatic interaction energy. In the absence of sufficient
information about such structures in dense aggregates of long,
natural DNA, we analyze only the effects associated with
phosphates and counter-ions and, thus, omit the terms
containing P̃water(q).
Within this approximation, the energy of interaction between DNA helices is
~1!
~2!
~3!
~R! 1 E int
~R! 1 E int
~R!.
E int~R! 5 E int

[13]

The main term,
~1!
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~R! 5
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[14]

corresponds to the interaction of helices whose strands form
continuous, charged helical lines. The other two terms,
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[16]

describe the effects associated with discreteness of phosphates
along the strands at integer number of phosphates per helical
turn, N.
(3)
Note that E (1)
. E (2)
int (R) .
int (R) 1 E int (R) when the majority
of counter-ions are located off the phosphate strands. As a
rule, it is enough to take into account only the first three terms
in the sum (14). This gives a transparent dependence of the
interaction energy on the DNA structural parameters
H(52pyg) and f̃ s and on the mutual alignment of helices, Dz.
(3)
The terms E (2)
int (R) and E int (R) are responsible for the dependence of the interaction energy on the azimuthal orientation
f9n of each helix in the aggregate.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two- and Many-Body Interactions in Densely Packed DNA
Fibers. Eqs. 13–16 describe the pair interaction potential
between any two helices in a densely packed fiber. Because of
the additivity of coulombic interactions, the electrostatic energy of the fiber is the sum of all pairwise energies. Furthermore, because of the electroneutrality, the pair interaction
potential decreases very rapidly with increasing separation
between helices so that only the nearest neighbor interactions
are important. Thus, the total energy is just the sum of such
two-body interactions. Nevertheless, the two-body potential
nontrivially depends on the orientation of each molecule. A
change in the molecular orientation simultaneously affects
several pairs of interactions. This results in many-body correlations and the corresponding contributions to the energy and
entropy of the aggregate.
Below, we focus on the most important properties of the
two-body potential in DNA fibers. We also qualitatively discuss the many-body effects and their role in DNA poly- and
meso-morphism, expected as a result of the peculiar angular
dependence of the pair potential. In principle, the many-body
problem can be analyzed in greater detail quantitatively on the
basis of the pair potential derived here. This could be a subject
of future analytical and Monte Carlo simulation studies.
Electrostatics of the B-to-A transition. This transition was
observed in a single DNA molecule in mixed solvent solutions
(36) and upon removal of water from hydrated DNA aggregates (4). For a single molecule, a number of models and
computer simulations of the transition were reported (see, e.g.,
refs. 12, 37–41). These studies highlighted the role of specific
DNA hydration patterns and of the DNA interaction with
counter-ions. In DNA aggregates, experimental evidence suggested that the transition is also affected by inter-molecular
interactions (34). It is, therefore, important to understand how
the change in the structural parameters of DNA upon the
transition (shown in Table 1) affects the energy of intermolecular electrostatic interaction.
Using the traditional language of chemical reaction kinetics
(42), we introduce a ‘‘reaction coordinate,’’ x (0 # x # 1) for the
B-to-A transition such that x 5 0 in the B form and x 5 1 in the

FIG. 3. Pair-interaction potential landscape for the B-to-A transition in DNA fibers. E (1)
int in kBT units per base pair (bp) is plotted at
a fixed interaxial separation R 5 23 Å as a function of the axial
alignment (Dz) and of the effective ‘‘reaction coordinate’’ (x) of the
transition (x 5 0 in the B-form and x 5 1 in the A-form). The energy
has two minima at DzyH ' 60.15 in the B form and one minimum at
Dz 5 0 in the A form. The energy scale is color coded as shown at the
bottom. The landscape is symmetric with respect to the Dz 5 0 plane.
Note that the ‘‘reaction trajectory’’ along the two valleys, most
favorable with respect to the electrostatic pair-interaction potential,
may differ from the real optimal trajectory because the plotted energy
landscape does not include the many-body effects and the internal
mechanical energy of the molecules.

A form. Specifically, from Eqs. 13-16, we find that the variation
in f̃s has the dominant effect on the change in the electrostatic
interaction energy upon the transition. Thus, we define the
(A)
2 f̃(B)
reaction coordinate as x 5 (f̃s 2 f̃(B)
s )y(f̃s
s ), where the
superscripts label the A and B forms of DNA, respectively, and
the intermediate states 0 , x , 1 are characterized by the
half-width of their minor groove, f̃s. We also assume that g, G,
and s have linear dependence on x because their variation does
not exceed 20%. This allows us to visualize the potential energy
landscape for the B-to-A transformation as a function of x and of
the axial alignment DzyH.
The ‘‘coarse resolution’’ energy landscape is shown in Fig.
3§ as the plot of E(1)
int (x,DzyH) at random adsorption of
(3)
counter-ions (E(1)
. E(2)
int .
int 1 Eint ). This plot shows that the
transition from B to A form is accompanied by ;2 kBT of
electrostatic interaction energy gain per DNA base pair as a
result of minimizing unfavorable repulsion between opposing phosphates (the unit of thermal energy kBT ' 0.6
kcalymol). More favorable phosphate pattern in the A form
overweighs the unfavorable increase in the density of phosphates on DNA surface. This is because the structure of the
§Of course, this landscape is somewhat artificial. It describes the

complex change in DNA structure with the help of a single effective
reaction coordinate, it represents the pair interaction potential rather
than the full potential energy, and it incorporates only the electrostatic interaction energy. Still, we find it to be heuristically useful
because it clearly illustrates the strong and nontrivial coupling
between the structure, mutual alignment and electrostatic interaction
in DNA fibers. Furthermore, the structures with 0 , x , 1 are not
pure abstractions, e.g., a number of DNA fragments with structures
intermediate between the canonical B and A forms have been
observed in oligonucleotide crystals (35).
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FIG. 4. Effect of counter-ion adsorption pattern on the B-to-A
transition. The change in E (1)
int upon the transition is plotted vs. the
fraction of ions ( f) preferentially adsorbed in the middle of the narrow
groove, at R 5 23 Å and at the optimal Dz-alignment ( f 5 0
corresponds to completely random distribution of counter-ions along
molecular surfaces). The optimal Dz in each DNA form is plotted in
the insert as the function of f. The optimal Dz is a continuous function
of f in B-DNA. It exhibits a discontinuous behavior in A-DNA, Dz 5
0 at f , f* and DzyH . 0.1 at f . f*, where f* ' 0.24.
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A form allows more favorable axial separation of phosphate
charges on the opposing molecules.
Fig. 3 shows that pair electrostatic interactions are optimized
at Dz 5 0 alignment of opposing molecules in the A-form and
at Dz Þ 0 in the B form. In fact, these are the alignments
experimentally observed in fibers from natural DNA (4). The
difference is significant because Dz 5 0, but not D z Þ 0, can
be realized between all pairs at any lateral packing in an
aggregate. Thus, close packing of B-DNA may produce energetically unfavorable frustrations of pairwise alignment, unlike
similar packing of A-DNA. Detailed calculation of the free
energy cost associated with such frustration requires full
solution of the many-body problem.
Preferential adsorption of counter ions may influence the
B-to-A transition and the Dz-alignment by changing the picture
of the axial charge separation and, thus, affecting how well the
opposing molecules can adjust to each other. In particular, Fig.
4 shows the change in the optimal value of Dz (Inset) and the
change in the electrostatic cost of the transition upon preferential adsorption into the middle of the narrow groove. The
stronger counter ion localization in the narrow groove favors
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the B form at more than ;20% localization, as this leads to
lower electrostatic interaction energy than that between ADNA helices. Note that the B-to-A transition occurs in Na1DNA fibers at ;90% relative humidity, but not in Li1-DNA,
where B-form remains stable up to 66% (43). If Li1 is, indeed,
preferentially adsorbed in the minor groove of B-DNA (43),
this should contribute significantly to the stabilization of the
B-form.
Structural Mesomorphism of DNA Assemblies. A variety of
nonhexagonal structures has been observed in dense aggregates of natural A- and B-DNA at low humidity (4). A driving
force for such transitions may be optimization of pairwise
alignments of DNA molecules.
Specifically, Dz Þ 0-alignment cannot be optimized at
hexagonal packing. The resulting frustration of the alignment
may be at least partially relieved in nonhexagonal structures,
such as orthorhombic structures formed by Li1-B-DNA at low
humidity where Dz Þ 0 for the nearest neighbor pairs (4).
Furthermore, the electrostatic interaction energy depends
on the pairwise rotational alignment described by the angles f91
and f92. Although this dependence is much less pronounced
than the effect of Dz, it still may affect the packing in the
aggregate. Fig. 5 displays the dependence of the interaction
energy on f91 and f92 at constant Dz in both A and B DNA
forms. This dependence is affected by the patterns of counterions adsorption (e.g., compare Fig. 5 B and C). The preferential angles cannot be satisfied in a hexagonal unit cell, but
they could be realized, e.g., in monoclinic and orthorhombic
unit cells observed in A- and B-DNA fibers (4, 44).
Thermal Disorder Effects. One may argue that the structure
and mutual alignment of DNA helices are not truly static. They
are perturbed by thermal motions which could, in principle,
affect our analysis. However, the following estimate suggests
that the amplitudes of such motions in dense DNA fibers are
small enough to be neglected, at least in the first approximation. Consider, for example, torsional fluctuations. In solution,
their mean-square amplitude increases with the size of DNA
fragments. Significant fluctuations, capable of distorting the
essential helical symmetry (rms amplitude ; 1 rad), occur only
when the fragments have the length ltors ; CykBT ; 300–1,000
Å or larger. Here C ' 1–3 10219 erg cm (45) is the torsional
elasticity modulus of DNA. In dense fibers, such fluctuations
are eliminated by the enormous electrostatic cost, exceeding
100 kBT per ltors (;1 kBTybp, see Figs. 3 and 4). The electrostatic interaction energy is so strong that by itself it should be
sufficient to ensure the crystalline-like order in densely packed
DNA fibers, as it is observed (e.g., see ref. 3) by x-ray
diffraction.

FIG. 5. Dependence of electrostatic interaction energy on azimuthal orientation of neighboring DNA molecules. The dependence of E (2)
int 1
E (3)
int on f91 and f92 is shown at R 5 23 Å and at optimal Dz for A-DNA helices at f 5 0 (A), B-DNA helices at f 5 0 (B), and B-DNA helices at
f 5 0.5 (C). The contours represent lines of constant energy. The values of the energy in the units of thermal energy (kBT) per base pair are shown
by the color code. Different energy landscapes in the pair interaction may lead to different lateral packing of helices in these three cases.
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CONCLUSIONS

4.

The goal of this report is to highlight the relationship between
intermolecular electrostatic interactions in dense DNA aggregates and the helical symmetry of phosphate and adsorbed
counter-ion distributions. To our knowledge, this never has
been investigated before due to the absence of a closed form
theory for the interaction between helices with discrete charge
patterns. We analyze the electrostatic pair-interaction potential between DNA helices with random and various fixed
counter-ion distributions and suggest that a variety of cooperative transitions in DNA aggregates may be affected by the
nontrivial azimuthal and axial dependence of the potential.
We limit our discussion to aggregates of long, natural DNA
with monovalent counter-ions. Such aggregates were used,
e.g., in the original experiments, which led to the discovery of
DNA structure. Our theory may be extended to describe more
complex effects of multivalent counter-ions, particularly when
their binding sites are known but this is beyond the scope of the
present work. This theory is not likely to be appropriate for
crystals of oligonucleotides. Modeling of such aggregates still
poses a considerable challenge. Because of the short length of
DNA fragments, the edge effects are likely to become important and the role of the helical symmetry (which enables us to
perform analytical calculations here) is likely to be diminished.
Even with respect to the aggregates of long, natural DNA,
there is still much to be understood. We view this work as a first
step toward creating the self-consistent, complete theory of
electrostatic interactions between DNA helices. Future development should incorporate the pair potential into a statistical
theory that will take into account possible changes in the
counter-ion and water adsorption patterns upon the structural
transitions as well as many-body correlations in the alignment
of neighboring helices. It also seems promising to combine our
analytical theory of electrostatic interactions with computerassisted calculations of other contributions to the pair potential. This may facilitate quantitative analysis of various DNA
conformations and packing structures.
Of course, electrostatic interactions do not describe the
energetics of DNA aggregates completely. Hydration forces,
steric interactions, and hydrogen bonds also may contribute,
their role being widely disputed in the literature. Hence, the
theory presented here is rigorous within its assumptions, but
the discussion of experiments is conjectural. Still, we have
shown that the effects associated with helical symmetry patterns in surface charge distributions are very strong. They may
be responsible for the energy gains of several kBT per DNA
base pair. We also have demonstrated that these effects are in
line with a number of experimental observations, which are
puzzling otherwise. We have no direct evidence that the
interactions discussed here are the dominant driving forces of
the observed phenomena. Nevertheless, the estimated amplitude of these interactions suggests that, at the very least, they
should be major contributors.
Finally, we have focused here on the columnar aggregates of
DNA, but the same formalism may be extended (with proper
modifications) to other systems, such as bundles of a-helices
forming domains of many proteins, interaction between transmembrane a-helices, and DNA–DNA interaction in nucleosomes, etc.
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